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A model describing the trapping site of the interstitial aiomic hydrogen (II?)

in borate glasses X-irradiated at 77 K is proposed. The hydrogen atom is stabilized at the

centers of oxygen polygons belonging to B-0 ring structures in the glass network by van

der Waals forces. The previously reported H^ isothermal decay expeiimental data are

discussed in the light of this microscopic model. A coupled differential equation system

describing the possible reactions was numerically solved by means of Runge-Kutta's

method. The parameter best fit was found by trial and error. The untrapping parameter

provided an activation energy of 0.7 * 10~19 J , in good agreement with the calculated

results for dispersion interactions between the stabilized atomic hydrogen and the

neighbouring oxygen atoms at the vertices of hexagonal and heptagonal structures. T'.ie

retrapping and recombination parameters were found to be correlated to ( T ' " - T o ' ~ )

where T o = 179 K is a cutoff temperature for the kinetics process.



I. INTRODUCTION

Recent work of ESR of isothermal and isochronal decay kinetics of H *?

centers in aluminoborate glasses X-irradiated at 77 K suggested that the atomic hydrogen

was trapped at least in three different sites. The present knowledge of detailed mechanisms

of trapping process of neutral atomic hydrogen in host matrices is yet far to be satisfactory.

in spite of extensive experiments! work and theoretical models already proposed.

In this paper it is proposed a new model of trapping sites for the H? center

in X-irradiated borate glasses at sufficiently low temperatures, which could account for a

physical explanation consistent with our previously reported experimental data. The

analysis of the isothermal decay kinetics of H° was revisei assuming that the retrapping

mechanism cannot be neglected. Each possible reaction was expressed writing down the

corresponding term in the time dependent differential equation. The system was solved

numerically using the well known integration method of Runge—Kutta. This simple

procedure has proved to be efficient in a recent analysis of published ' isothermal decay

kinetics data of H? centers respectively in X-irradiated a-Si:(H,O,N) and natural beryl.

II. MODEL OF OXYGEN POLYGONAL STRUCTURE AS THE TRAPPING SITE

FOR ATOMIC HYDROGEN IN BORATE GLASSES

The hyperfine structure splitting constants of the H? center in the

X-irradiated barium aluminoborate glasses were found to have negative shifts. This can be

explained qualitatively as a predominant van der Waals effect leading to a reduction of the

hfs splitting. The dispersion interaction originate a net attractive energy, producing a

slightly increased volume for the Is orbital of hydrogen atom, decreasing the density of



the electron wave function at the nucleus. In this particular example, the opposite effect of

Pauli repulsive exclusion forces is rather small and will be neglected.

In order to the attractive forces of the van der Waals interaction be efficient

to trap a hydrogen atom released by X-irradiation from the covalent bondings, it is

necessary a small distance ranging from 1.5 to 3-5 A between the hydrogen and the

neighbouring oxygen atoms of the glassy matrix. This condition is satisfied inside the ring

structures where the oxygen atoms occupy the corners of polygons as shown in Fig. 1.

INSERT FIGURE 1

These polygons may be not necessarily as regular as we are going to assume, only for sake

of simplicity. On heating, the hydrogen atoms are released from these traps and diffuse

throughout the glass structure being either retrapped by similar traps or quickly

recombined, recovering the original covalent bondings. From our calculations and the

experimental observation that the H? is reproduced several times after each annealing

followed by a new irradiation of a given sample, it follows that the H°+H° — H2 reaction

does not occur very often in thermal annealing processes in aluminoborate glasses.

The binding energy of the H? center shown in Fig. 1 is determined by

calculating the O-H dispersion energy, as it was first suggested by Adrian, and

multiplying by the number of polygon vertices n . This value is compared with the

untrapping activation energy obtained from experimental data. The van der Waals

repulsion interaction term was also considered because the O-H distance has about the

same magnitude of the van der Waals radius for small n .

The radial distance Rn = i/[2sin( ;r/n)J was evaluated from the geometry of

Fig. 1, where I is the 0 - 0 dista...e, equal to the polygon edge. The lenght of / is

obtained multiplying by v3 the B - 0 distance in B0 3 planar unit, which is known to be

equal to 1.39 A.'



The interaction energy between each O and the H° was evaluated with the

aid of London dispersion energy. A positive term proportional to l/R^2 was included to

account for the core-core repulsion. It was realized that the calculated London dispersion
n in

energy is usually about one half of experimental values. Therefore, it was assumed

here that i is twice the dispersion energy:

_ _A__c c' c"
R'2 R« R» R10

where

3h !/a i/b oa ab

c =

Qb

e2

315

It was first assumed here that hpa and hfb are the ionization energies of

H and 0 , respectively, which are both equal to 2.1S * IO"18 J . The polarizability oa of

atomic hydrogen is 4.5 a j , where % os the Bohr radius. The corresponding value for

oxygen was evaluated as ab = 5.6 ajj from the generalized Kirkwood expression as shown

by Hirschfelder and using the atomic parameters from Slater's schematization. It was

also assumed that the van der Waals radius [ç(<?) = 0] between 0 and H is the same as

that found for O2 and H2 molecules. From viscosity and diffusion data " a= 1.6 A .



From the above data, the calculated parameters are c = 514 a | .

c' = 6490 a$ , c" = 42500 aj° and A = 1323 - 10* a»2 . The binding energy of neutral IIo

atom trapped at the center of oxygen ring structure having n vertices is given in Table 1.

INSERT TABLE 1

ISOTHERMAL ANNEALING KINETICS OF H° CENTERS IN BARIUM

ALUH..NOBORATE GLASSES

Although the experimental isothermal decay curves could be described as a

sum of three exponentials, it was found worth while to repeat the calculations taking in

account also the retrapping and recombination reactions. In order to write the coupled

differential kinetic equations describing the possible reactions which took part in the

thermal annealing process, the following statements were considered:

(a) The H? trapping sites are identified as the set of oxygen polygons found in B - 0

ring structures of the glass forming network. Let [HJ be the concentration of trapped H?

atoms.

(b) On heating, the H'J are released from their traps and diffuse throughout the empty

spaces of the glass structure. Let [H$ be the concentration of free H° atoms.

(c) The retrapping rate is proportional to the concentration [T] of empty oxygen

polygons and [Hf].

(d) The recombination rate is proportional to the product (HÇ][R] . where [R] is the

concentration of "free" radicals such as non-bridging oxygens or sites where II? can react

forming either hydroxyls or hydrogen-bonds.



(e) There is a less probable reaction between a couple of H° atom? of rate proportional

The kinetic differential equation system is. therefore, the following:

t 5 , (la)

at Ml =

= o[Hg-7{H{l[T] t (lc)

The equation (Id) is independent, thus it is not necessary to solve the

system. The coupled equations (la), (lb) and (lc) must satisfy the conservation equation:

N = [H°] + [T] (2)

where N is the total concentration of H? traps.

From equations (1) and (2) it follows the system:

(3a)

(3b)

where 6 was assumed to be negligible.

The system above was solved numerically by the method of Runge-Kutta.

These equations were renormalized to the initial concentration, assuming that all traps are



filled and none H? is initially free, re., [ll°](0) = 1 and (H?j(O) = 0 . The best fit is

shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2 and the corresponding parameters are exposed in Table 2.

INSERT FIGURE 2

INSERT TABLE 2

As expected, the parameter a follows the Arrhenius law, as shown in Fig. 3.

INSERT FIGURE 3

with activation energy equal to .AE^ = 0.5S » 10"19 J . Also, in Fig. 3. we show that J

follows the Arrhenius law. which is expected because it parametrizes the R+H° reaction.

The activation energy associated to J is AEj = 0.64 « 10"19 J .

Another interesting result is that the parameter 7 is proportional to T1' .

This parameter vanish at the cutoff temperature To = 179 K (see Fig. 4). It is expected.

INSERT FIGURE 4

therefore, that all the processes concerned with H? kinetic annealing are "frozen" at

temperatures below 179 K. A similar T1' dependence was shown for the «trapping

parameter of the valence band holes. The same deduction can be applied to the

ret rapping of H°.

Let us consider N U°( atoms which, through collisions with another N'

traps, remove one HÇ atom per collision from the set N . Thus the change in N, d.Y

when the Ĥ  atoms travel a distance dx given by:

dN = - P N d x (4)



where P is the collision probability and which is given by the product of Hf-trap

coUisk» cross-section, o , with the number of traps. N" . Assumin* that the \\\ Atoms

travel with speed v in a time interval d t , we obtain the rate equation:

(5)

The N H$ atoms have different speeds. The sum over all possible values of

speeds gives the rate equation for N :

P v d N v . (6)

all

where dNv is the particles speed distribution.

We assume that the Hj atoms behave roughly as free particles. Thus, usin

the free particles distribution, we obtain:

ar = -*vNN' , (7)

where v = VSkT/iro .

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSiON

The interaction energies between atoms, molecules and ions at distances

great enough for their electron clouds not to overlap may be relatively weak falling as an

inverse power of distance. At shorter distances, electron exchange and electron transfer

become important, and the interaction energy varies much more sharply with distance

Previous developments on such short range dispersion interactions showed a complex



IO

feature. As the aim of the present work a to verify that van der Waals forces are able

to stabilize 11° ia oxygen cases, no precise evaluation of energy is required. Thus we

assumed an empirical correction to the London relation.

The good agreement between the activation energy, equal to 0.3S * 1 0 " J ,

of H? centers in X-irradiated barium aluminoborate glasses and the H° van der Waals

binding «cergy calculated for hexagonal and heptagonal oxygen polygons is the first

indication supporting the validity of the present model. It is quite reasonable to expect to

find mainly five, six and seven-sided B-O ring structures in borate glass structures, since

the B2O3 crystalline network is nude up entirely of hexagonal structures.

This model explain; the H® isochronal decay behavior in function of X-ray

exposure. For low irradiation doses it was observed an increased instability of H? centers

in the temperature range between 130 and ISO K. This can be explained by the assumption

that the larger polygons, which are filled first because of their larger cross sections, have

the smaller binding energies (see Table 1). For increased X-ray exposition times the

polygons having successively smaller cross sections were also filled. As their corresponding

binding energies are deeper it is expected an improved stability, which was confirmed by

experiment.

The non-linearity of the initial instability of H° isochronal decay observed

at higher X-ray dose* can be explained as the sensitivity of the polygonal structure

distribution to the thermal hystory of the sample. Thus, the preliminary thermal

annealing, preceding each sample X-irradiation, would produce irreversible modifications

in the relative distribui ion of the polygonal structures of different size? in the glass

networks.

Of course, the H° trapping sites in different host matrices are not limited to

the planar polygonal structures such as described here. The analysis of H" trapping
i™ i s

processes, where the stabilization ii effective above room temperature. " k requires the

assumption of a three dimensional cage of neighbouring oxygen atoms.
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It is expected that this model could be useful in the study of statistical

distributions of ring structures of the continuous random network in a variety of glass

structures. Although there are several computer stimulations of the shortest path

statistics for infinite two and three dimensional models, no method has yet been devised

for directly measuring the ring structure distribution in amorphous materials. This model

is, perhaps, a step towards an experimental method to study the shortest path statistics for

real topological networks.
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TABLE I - Calculated van der VVaals energies of atomic hydrogen at the centers of B - 0

ring structures.

n

3

4

5

6

7

S

9

Rn(10-">m)

1.39

1.70

2.05

2.41

2.77

3.15

3.52

8.19

-1.97

-1.76

-0 .83

-0 .40

-0.21

-0.11
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TABLE II - Adjusted kinetic parameters.

T(K)

1S3

188

193

198

201

203

a (s-1)

4

9

11

20

33

40

25

58

120

250

270

320

7 (S1)

120

140

170

190

195

210
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 — Model of trapping site for the atomic hydrogen in borate glasses X-irradiated

at 77 K. The hydrogen atom is held by attractive van der Waals forces at the

center of the oxygen polygon, of n sides, of a B - 0 ring structure in the glass

network.

Fig. 2 - Isothermal annealing of H? centers at 183, 188, 193, 19S, 201 and 203 K.

The solid lines are the numerical integration results of the differential equation

system, with parameters ft, 0 and 7 adjusted to best fit.

Fig. 3 — Arrhenius plot of parameters a and 0, with activation energies equal to

AEft = 0.58 « 1019 J and AE~ = 0.64 * 10"19 J .

Fig. 4 - ( T1^2 - T ^ 2 ) law observed for the parameter with cutoff temperature

To = 179 K .
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